Markov latent class analysis (MLCA) is a modeling technique for panel or longitudinal data that can be used to estimate the classification error rates (e.g., false positive and false negative rates for dichotomous items) for discrete outcomes with categorical predictors when gold-standard measurements are not available. Because panel surveys collect data at multiple time points, the grouping variables in the model may either be time varying or time invariant (static). Time varying grouping variables may be more correlated with either the latent construct or the measurement errors because they are measured simultaneously with the construct during the measurement process. However, they generate a large number of model parameters that can cause problems with data sparseness, model diagnostic validity, and model convergence. In this paper we investigate whether more parsimonious grouping variables that either summarize the variation of the time varying grouping variable or assume a structure that lacks memory of previous values of the grouping variables can be used instead, without sacrificing model fit or validity. We propose a simple diagnostic approach for comparing the validity of models that use time-invariant summary variables with their time-varying counterparts. To illustrate the methodology, this approach is applied to data from the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) where greater parsimony and a reduction in data sparseness were achieved with no appreciable loss in model validity for the outcome variables considered. The approach is generalized for application to essentially any MLCA using time varying group variables and its advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
Introduction
Markov latent class analysis (MLCA) is a modeling technique that can be used to assess the classification error in survey items from a panel or longitudinal survey (Wiggins, 1973; Poulsen, 1982; Van de Pol & de Leeuw, 1986; Van de Pol & Langeheine, 1990) . Often in surveys, there is no gold-standard (or error-free) data source available to evaluate the error in survey responses. Therefore, gold-standard techniques cannot be used. Furthermore, even when so-called gold-standard sources-like administrative records or tests using hair or blood samples-do exist, studies have found that these sources are flawed as well, and it is not appropriate to assume they are error free (Visher & McFadden, 1991) . MLCA does not require a gold standard to estimate both the true prevalence of the latent variable and the corresponding measurement error. However, one weakness of the methodology is the limitation on the number of covariates that can be included in the model, especially for analyzing more than three time points. A number of authors (see, for example, Biemer & Berzofsky, 2011; Vermunt, Langeheine, & Bockenholt, 1999) have shown that data sparseness can be quite problematic in MLCA and methods for constructing more parsimonious models without sacrificing model validity are needed.
To improve the fit and validity, covariates referred to as grouping variables are incorporated into the model. A grouping variable can be any categorical manifest variable that is not intended to be used as an indicator for the latent variables but is correlated to either the outcome of interest or the classification error (Biemer, 2011) . In this way, grouping variables are analogous to covariates in a standard regression analysis. Examples of grouping variables include age groups, race/ethnicity, or interview mode. In addition to helping with model identifiability and improving model fit, grouping variables can be used to test hypotheses about the causes and correlates of measurement error and prevalence variations in the population latent variables. Because panel surveys are longitudinal in nature, grouping variables can be either time invariant (or static) http://ijsp.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Statistics and Probability Vol. 7, No. 5; 2018 30 Changes in a person's actions or behavior that occur over time may predict both the individual's current true and observed state. Therefore, it may be important to fully capture these variations in an MLC model by using time varying grouping variables. However, there are three major costs associated with using time varying grouping variables that are not associated with time-invariant summary grouping variables. As a grouping variable, a time-invariant summary grouping variable tries to capture all the information contained in a set of time varying grouping variables in a single static variable.
Because the time-invariant summary variable is static across time, like a traditional time-invariant grouping variable, it is denoted by G. For example, mode of data collection (e.g., in person or telephone) is a time varying grouping variable because it can vary across waves. A time-invariant summary grouping variable for mode of data collection may create a category for all respondents who always responded in person, another category for those who always responded via telephone, and a third category for those who used both modes of response.
While time varying grouping variables allow the full modeling of changes over time, they have four costs which make the use of time-invariant summary grouping variables an attractive alternative. The first cost associated with time varying grouping variables is the number of degrees of freedom used. In an MLC model, the number of available degrees of freedom equals the number of cells in the data frequency table minus the number of parameters in the model. Time varying grouping variables maximize the number of parameters in the model thereby minimizing the possible number of degrees of freedom. The second cost associated with using time varying grouping variables is an increased potential for data sparseness. Data sparseness is when there is a preponderance of cells in the data frequency table with no or very few observations. Data sparseness can lead to a model with weak identifiability (Biemer, 2011) . This was illustrated in Vermunt et al. (1999) , where the authors had to collapse a time varying grouping variable representing a student's grade at a particular time to two levels to protect against data sparseness, thus, losing some of the information contained in the time varying grouping variables. Third, a grouping variable based on a respondent's behavior over time may make more theoretical sense than a grouping variable based on the respondent's status at a particular point in time (see Biemer and Bushery (2001) and Biemer (2004) for illustration). Fourth, survey methodologists and others who are particularly interested in the measurement process may consider more elaborate measurement models to test theories regarding the nature and sources of classification error. For this purpose, more parsimonious representations of the model covariates are desirable since these will allow the analyst to maximize the number of possible grouping variables that can be included in the model before the data table becomes too sparse. Time varying grouping variables may better explain the structural and measurement components, but the number of degrees of freedom they require is at odds with the goal of more parsimonious grouping variables. As such, for a particular data set that is being analyzed, it is important to know whether a reduced or time-invariant summary version of a time varying grouping variable will sufficiently capture the information contained in the time varying grouping variable.
In this paper, we consider whether, when parsimony is taken into account, a model that substitutes a time-invariant summary grouping variable for a set of time varying grouping variables will fit the data as well and without sacrificing model validity. We propose a process for comparing different summarizations of the time varying grouping variable as a time-invariant summary grouping variable. Then, we apply that process to the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). We examine how different time-invariant summary variables impact model fit and validity.
Method
Prior to testing our hypotheses, two initial steps were conducted. First, we reviewed the survey instrument to determine all possible time varying grouping variables and potential latent outcomes. Second, for each latent outcome, we assessed whether an MLCA could be conducted. This assessment was done by determining the condition index for a basic MLC model for that outcome. The condition index denotes whether the MLC model is likely to have ‗weak' identifiability. A condition index over 5,000 usually indicates identifiability issues, and an MLCA for that outcome should not be conducted (Biemer, 2011) .
To determine if a time-invariant summary grouping variable can be used instead of a set of time varying grouping variables in an MLC model, we propose a nine-step process to compare different summary variables of a time varying grouping variable to a model that uses the time varying grouping variables. To ensure that our process identifies the best fitting model, we propose comparing models generated with a time-invariant summary variable to models with reduced forms of the time varying variables. The steps in the process are as follows:
1. Construct a time-invariant summary grouping variable, G, from the time varying variables. 2. Create a synthetic data set by fitting the fully saturated model (defined below). This model will be referred to as the -population model.‖ 3. Fit a model that replaces the time varying grouping variables (i.e., G 1 G 2 G 3 ) with the time-invariant summary grouping variable (G) and compare the fit and model estimates. 4. Repeat this process using alternate forms of G.
5. The best form of G is the one that provides the least loss of model fit and whose estimates agree most closely with those of the population model. 6. Fit a model with a reduced form of the time varying grouping variables (i.e., a more parsimonious model compared to the population model) and compare the fit and model estimates. 7. Repeat process for alternative reduced forms of the time varying grouping variables. 8. The best reduced form of the time varying grouping variables is the most parsimonious model that provides the least loss of model fit and whose estimates agree most closely with the population model. 9. Compare the best time-invariant summary model to the best reduced time varying
In the first step of this process, one or more alternate constructions of the time-invariant summary variable are proposed. The goal of this step is to develop variables that are theoretically plausible for the outcome variable being modeled. Furthermore, we want to consider groupings that split the population into homogeneous groups related to their probability of measurement error to satisfy the time homogeneous classification errors assumption.
In the second step, we construct the population model using a synthetic data set based on the fully saturated time varying grouping variable model. The population model best describes the population from which the data come based on the single grouping variable being considered. Although this model may be over parameterized, it serves as the best representation of the population in the absence of knowing the true population model that would include other grouping variables. The likelihood kernel for the population model for cell (g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 ,a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) of the G 1 xG 2 xG 3 xA 1 xA 2 xA 3 cross-classification table in terms of X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 is written as:
The path diagram for the population model is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
. Double arrows indicate a three-way interaction (i.e., G 1 G 2 G 3 ). The figure only shows the path diagram for the measurement component of indicator A 1 . The diagram for the measurement component is similar for the other two indicators:
The population model is used to generate a synthetic data set. Synthetic data sets are artificial data from a known model that simulates the data from the empirical data set being analyzed (Biemer, 2011; Biemer & Berzofsky, 2011) . Replacing the actual data with the synthetic population model data has the effect of removing all sources of variation from the data, except variation induced by the variables of interest in the analysis. Thus, the process of determining a more parsimonious representation of the time varying grouping variable can focus on the grouping variable of interest and its effects on the latent and indicator variables. To do otherwise would introduce the potential that the spurious effects of other grouping variables could influence the decision regarding more parsimonious specifications of the grouping variable of interest.
In the third step, using the synthetic data, we fit a model that uses a time-invariant summary variable instead of the time varying grouping variables. All models were computed using EM (Vermunt, 1997) . Models were run without survey weights or accounting for the complex design. As described in Vermunt (2002) and Biemer (2011) , we used a two-step estimation process. In the first step, unweighted data are used to estimate the measurement parameters. Because the number of responses that can be obtained is infinite, both Vermunt and Biemer argue that using finite population-based weights is inappropriate for estimating the classification parameters. In the second step, the measurement parameters are fixed based on the results of the first step, and data that are rescaled to the weighted distribution are used to estimate the structural estimates. Since we are mainly interested in the measurement component, we only carried out the first of these two steps for this analysis. However, we do present estimates from the structural component in this paper. Therefore, it is possible that the structural estimates are biased. However, we conducted a preliminary analysis of the weights' impact on the structural component estimates using a simple model, and we found that the weighted and unweighted estimates were not substantively different.
In the fourth and fifth step, we fit a model with each time-invariant summary variable that we developed. For a model to be acceptable, it had to meet all of the following criteria:
1. Index of dissimilarity (D) less than 0.05 2. P-value for the L 2 statistic greater than 0.05 3. Absolute relative bias for the false negative rate compared to the population model 10% or less.
We chose these criteria based on our particular analytic goals. Under different circumstances these criteria can be modified to better fit a different set of goals. For example, if the false positive rate is more important, it can be incorporated into the criteria. If more than one model met all of these criteria, the model with the smallest Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) was determined to be the best. To be able to use the BIC as a fit statistic, the same data table was used. For models that used time-invariant summary grouping variables, a data table was created that appears to have k*ncells cells, where k is the number of levels for the time-invariant summary grouping variable and ncells is the number of cells the data table has using time varying grouping variables. However, in actuality, many of the new cells are structural zeros (Biemer & Berzofsky, 2011) . Structural zeros occur when a value for a time-invariant summary grouping variable cannot occur for a particular set of time varying grouping variable values. For example, for a 2-level time varying grouping variable (1=yes, 2=no) and a time-invariant summary grouping variable, where 1 means the respondent said -yes‖ in all three time points, a structural zero occurs when the value of the time-invariant summary grouping variable takes the value of 1 and the time varying grouping variables have at least one -no‖ response in one of the three time periods (e.g., 112). To properly compute the likelihood, a weight statement is required to exclude the structural zeros.
The index of dissimilarity is defined as
where n abc denotes the observed frequency for cell (a,b,c) , ˆa bc m denotes the estimated frequency under the hypothesized model, and n is the sample size. The index of dissimilarity represents the smallest proportion of observations that would need to move to other cells for the model to fit the data perfectly (Biemer, 2011) . Based on this definition, we expect the most elaborate model to have the smallest index of dissimilarity and the most parsimonious model to have the largest. As such, we are not interested in ranking the models by the index of dissimilarity, but rather using it to verify that all the models have reasonable fit. Biemer (2011) suggests that models with an index of dissimilarity less than 5% have reasonable fit. Thus, if a model has an index of dissimilarity greater than 5%, we will not consider it a good option for achieving our analysis goals, even if it appears to be better based on other measures.
The L 2 statistic is defined as 2 2 logˆi
where n i is the observed frequency in cell i, and ˆi m is the estimated expected frequency in cell i. The L 2 has a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of possible cells in the data table minus the number of model parameters. A p-value over 0.05 indicates a good fitting model.
To assess potential bias caused by using a model with a time-invariant summary grouping variable, we compared the parameter estimates from each time-invariant summary model to the estimates from the population model. In other words, bias is calculated as
where p pop is the parameter estimate from the population model, and j p is the parameter estimate from the j th alternative time-invariant summary grouping variable. The absolute relative bias (ARB) is the absolute bias divided by the parameter estimate from the population model. In other words,
The BIC is defined as
where L is the maximum likelihood for the model. The BIC penalizes models with more parameters, and, therefore, the model with the smallest BIC is the most parsimonious model with the best fit. Since the BIC is dependent of the maximum likelihood for that data, the smallest BIC is relative to the particular data set, and, therefore, there is no set range by which a BIC is acceptable.
Steps 6 -8 follow a similar approach to compare the reduced time varying grouping variable models. In sixth step, we define a set of models that use the time varying grouping variables, but in a more reduced parsimonious fashion than the population model. For example, instead of using the full interaction of time varying grouping variables at each time point (i.e., G 1 G 2 G 3 ) only the time varying grouping variable from the particular time point may be used. We used a theoretical basis for determining which reduced models we would test. Therefore, a different empirical data set may lead one to create different reduced models. The purpose of these models is to determine if a more parsimonious model that used time varying grouping variables can fit the data and have less bias than a time-invariant summary model. In ninth step, we compared the best time-invariant summary model to the best reduced time varying grouping variable model. For this step, we considered two aspects of the model fit. First, we compared the BIC of the two models. Second, we considered the absolute and relative amount of data sparseness. We defined sparse data as any cell in the data table that had five or fewer observations.
Results

Overview of the NCVS
Sample Design
The NCVS is a household survey that measures crime victimization rates in the United States. The survey uses a multistage probability design to make inferences to all persons 12 years old or older in the United States (U.S. Department of Justice, 2007) . A sample of 50,000 households is selected every 6 months and all persons aged 12 years or older in a sampled household are interviewed. The survey uses a rotating panel design in which each household is surveyed every 6 months and remains in the field for 3 and a half years. The reference period for each interview is the past 6 months. The NCVS achieves a 90% response rate.
Conducting an MLCA with the NCVS
For the NCVS the latent variable of interest is whether a particular crime occurred during the past 6 months. These latent constructs are measured through a series of screener questions. Screener questions are a short set of questions that help a respondent remember whether a particular event occurred during the reference period (see, for example, Biemer, 2000) . The NCVS includes 10 screener questions to probe about crime victimization. However, because these screener questions ask about an overlapping set of crimes, we collapsed them into three latent constructs: victim of a less serious individual crime, victim of a more serious individual crime, and victim of a household crime. The construct of less serious crimes against an individual include crimes such as theft, simple assault, and robbery. The construct of serious crimes against an individual include aggravated assault and rape or sexual assault. The construct of crimes against a household include vandalism, motor vehicle theft, and household burglary.
Prior to conducting our proposed analysis, we determined if any of the models had -weak‖ identifiability. We did this by running a model with no grouping variables using the synthetic data and calculating the condition number-the ratio of the largest and smallest information matrix eigenvalues (Biemer, 2011) . Condition numbers over 5,000 indicate weak identifiability because of large parameter standard errors. Less serious individual crimes and household crimes had condition numbers under 1,000. However, more serious individual crimes had a condition number of 14,650. A review of the parameter standard errors showed that they were larger than the estimates themselves (e.g., the model estimated that P(X=1)=0.085, but with a standard error of 0.1082). Therefore, no further analysis of grouping variable with the more serious individual crimes was conducted. The remainder of the paper will only discuss less serious individual crimes and household crimes.
To conduct an MLCA, data from all rotation group waves are needed. The most recent public use file containing all waves for a set of respondents is the National Crime Victimization Longitudinal File, 1995-1999 (U.S. Department of Justice, 2007) . This file has data from three rotation groups that were released in the third quarter of 1995, the first quarter of 1996, and the third quarter of 1996. These rotation groups contained 26,345 households and 66,706 unique respondents.
In this analysis, we used the first three waves after the bounding interview. Furthermore, we only included respondents that completed the screener questions in all three waves and provided an answer to the time varying grouping variable being tested in each wave. Based on these conditions, the number of respondents used for analysis ranged between 27,845 and 28,000 for the individual-level screeners, and the number of respondents used for analysis ranged between 16,150 and 17,025 for the household-level screeners. Furthermore, in this analysis, we ignored the survey design and assumed the data came from a simple random sample. As noted earlier, we conducted a preliminary analysis of the impact of survey weights and found that it negligibly impacted the parameter estimates.
Time Varying Grouping Variables in the NCVS
Through a review of the NCVS survey instrument we determined that the NCVS survey consists of over 20 different variables that can be used as a grouping variable. These variables consist of respondent characteristics, information from the sampling frame, and interview paradata. Of these variables, six items are time varying: three respondent characteristics and three paradata items.
The survey items used as time varying grouping variables include how often the respondent went out in the evening over the past 6 months, how often the respondent went shopping over the past 6 months, and how often the respondent used public transportation over the past 6 months. For each of these items the respondent could answer -don't know‖ or one of five responses ranging from -never‖ to -almost every day (or more frequently).‖ For purposes of this analysis, the respondent characteristic items were collapsed based on the distribution of the data. The frequency of going out in the evening and frequency of going shopping were collapsed to three levels: 1=almost every day, 2=at least once a week, and 3=once a month or less. The use of public transportation was collapsed into two categories: 1=at least once in the past 6 months and 2=never. For all three of these items, responses of -don't know‖ were treated as missing.
The paradata items include three 2-level grouping variables. These variables are the interview mode (face-to-face or telephone), the respondent type (self-report or proxy), and whether the respondent was alone while taking the interview.
Development of Alternative Models
Development of Time-Invariant Summary Models
Three time-invariant summary grouping variables were defined based on a theoretical evaluation of how the grouping variables interact with the outcomes of interest. The model for each of these time-invariant summary grouping variables has the same likelihood kernel for cell (g,a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) of the GxA 1 xA 2 xA 3 cross-classification table in terms of X 1 , X 2 , and , X 3 may be written as 1 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 Figure 3 illustrates the path diagram for these models. The first time-invariant summary grouping variable considered is the mover-stayer, time-invariant summary variable. This reduced time-invariant summary variable is based on the concept of a manifest mover-stayer model (see Goodman [1961] or Blumen et al. [1966] ), where we split the population based on whether their status of the grouping variable stays constant across time or changes. For those who stay constant, we create a level for each level of the time varying grouping variable. Those who move levels across time are placed in a single category. Therefore, the mover-stayer variable has K+1 levels, where K is the number of levels the time-invariant summary variable has. To illustrate, we will use the -frequency of using public transportation.‖ The move-stayer variable for -using public transportation,‖ which has two levels (1=used at least once in the past 6 months, 2=never), will have three levels as follows:
In other words, G=1 is the positive stayer group, G=2 is the negative stayer group, and G=3 is the mover group. A model using this time-invariant summary grouping variable is denoted as M(S1) in this paper, where S1 represents the mover-stayer time-invariant model. This summarization makes theoretical sense because it is plausible that those who always have the same behavior or those who have inconsistent behavior will have similar outcome probabilities and similar classification error probabilities.
The second time-invariant summary variable that we considered is an extreme behavior variable. This variable is based on the theoretical concept that those on the extremes act in a similar manner, while those who usually act in a more moderate fashion act similar to each other. This variable has two levels for the extreme response categories (i.e., always or rarely/never) such that those who predominantly have an extreme behavior pattern (i.e., two out of three responses are G t =1t=1,2,3 or two out of three responses are G t =3 for a 3-level time varying grouping variable with three time points). The remaining respondents represent those whose status is always or usually in the middle of the possible response options. The extreme behavior variable has K+2 levels, where K is the number of levels the time-invariant summary variable has. To illustrate this variable, we will use the frequency of shopping time varying grouping variable, which has three levels (1=almost every day, 2=at least once a week, 3=once a month or less). The extreme behavior time-invariant summary variable for this time varying grouping variable is defined as 
In this paper, a model using this time-invariant summary grouping variable is denoted as M(S2) where S2 represents the extreme behavior model.
The third time-invariant grouping variable we considered is a modified mover-stayer grouping variable. This variable expands the stayer levels such that there is an additional level for those who predominantly behave in a certain manner (i.e., a respondent indicates two out of three time points as the same behavior). When K>2, the modified mover-stayer variable has K+(K+1) levels, where K is the number of levels the time-invariant summary variable has. When K=2, the modified mover-stayer model is the same as the extreme behavior model. To illustrate this variable, we will use the frequency of shopping time varying grouping variable, which has three levels (1=almost every day, 2=at least once a week, 3=once a month or less). The extreme behavior time-invariant summary variable for this time varying grouping variable is defined as In this paper, a model using this time-invariant summary grouping variable is denoted as M(S3), where S3 represents the modified mover-stayer time-invariant model. Because of the additional parameters added by including this variable, we only considered it when both the mover-stayer and extreme behavior time-invariant summary variables failed our criteria for being an acceptable summary variable.
In addition to the time-invariant summary grouping variable models, we considered two reduced time varying grouping models. These models use the time varying grouping variables, but are more parsimonious than the population model. The first reduced time varying grouping variable model we considered is the no memory time varying model. This model assumes that the probability of an outcome occurring only depends on the current status of the grouping variable in which the person is (i.e., 
 
). The likelihood kernel for the MLC model for cell (g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 ,a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) of the G 1 xG 2 xG 3 xA 1 xA 2 xA 3 cross-classification table in terms of X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 is written as , and X 3 may be written as 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 
Discussion
Results of Comparisons of Time-Invariant Summary Models
For each of the time-invariant summary models tested, Tables 2 and 3 show the fit statistics and bias, respectively, for each victimization type and grouping variable. Of the 12 grouping variable by victimization types that were tested, 11 had at least one time-invariant summary model that met our criteria for being an acceptable model. For nine of these grouping variables, M(S1) met all of the criteria, and for eight of the grouping variables, M(S2) met all criteria [‗respondent type' for household crimes being the one grouping variable where M(S1) met the criteria, but M(S2) did not]. In the eight models where both M(S1) and M(S2) met the criteria, M(S1) had a smaller BIC, making it the best time-invariant summary model based on our criteria. Only the variable -respondent type‖ for less serious crimes did not have a time-invariant summary model that met the criteria. This grouping variable did not have a model with a p-value greater than 0.05 for the L 2 [p=0.0015 for M(S1) and p=0.0005 for M(S2)]. Furthermore, there were two variables where both M(S1) and M(S2) failed our specified criteria. -Going out‖ for less serious crimes had a p-value less than 0.05 for the L 
Results of Comparisons of Reduced Time Varying Grouping Variable Models
For each of the time varying grouping variable models tested, Tables 4 and 5 show the fit statistics and bias, respectively, for each victimization type and grouping variable. For all 12 grouping variables and victimization types, at least one of the two reduced models tested met the criteria. Nine of the 12 grouping variable and victimization types M(R1) met the criteria. M(R1) failed twice because of a L 2 p-value being less than 0.05 [-going out‖ for less serious crimes (p=0.0003) and -mode of interview‖ for less serious crimes (p=0.0000)] and failed once because of an absolute relative bias for the false negative rate being greater than 10% [-going shopping‖ for less serious crimes (ARB=11.7%)]. M(R2) met the criteria in 11 of the 12 grouping variables and victimization types tested. M(R2) for -going shopping‖ for household crimes had an absolute relative bias greater than 10% (ARB=10.3%). In the eight cases where both M(R1) and M(R2) met the criteria, M(R1) always had a smaller BIC making it the better model. 
Comparison of the Best Time-Invariant Summary Models and the Best Time Varying Models
After considering the best time-invariant summary model and the best time varying grouping variable model for each grouping variable and victimization type, we compared the two to see if the time-invariant summary grouping variable could be used as an alternative to the time varying grouping variable model. To assess this, we considered the model fit and the sparseness of the data.
In terms of model fit, the results differed depending on how many levels the time varying grouping variable had. For variables with three levels (-going out‖ and -going shopping‖), the best time-invariant summary model had a smaller BIC than the best time varying grouping variable model. The one instance where the time varying grouping model performed better was the -going shopping‖ model for household crimes. In this case, M(S1) and M(S2) failed to meet our required criteria for being an acceptable model. M(S3) met the criteria, but the additional parameters increased its BIC (BIC=110538) to be larger than the BIC of M(R1) (BIC=110496). The best time-invariant summary model for -going out‖ for less serious individual crimes was also M(S3), but because M(R1) did not meet the criteria for being an acceptable model it was not compared to M(S3). When M(S3) for -going out‖ for less serious crimes was compared to M(R2) it had a smaller BIC [BIC=194847 for M(S3) and BIC=195710 M(R2)]. However, for variables with two levels, the best time varying grouping model had a smaller BIC in seven out of the eight compared models. In one case where the best time-invariant summary variable model had better fit than the best time varying grouping variable model--mode of interview‖ for less serious individual crimes-M(R1) failed to meet the required criteria for being an acceptable model. In this case, the BIC for M(S1) (BIC=111331) was smaller than the BIC for M(R2) (BIC=111564). In other words, in all cases where M(R1) was an acceptable model, its BIC was always smaller than the best time-invariant summary model when the time varying grouping variable had two levels.
However, when the sparseness of the data was taken into account the time-invariant summary models always performed better regardless of the how many levels the time varying grouping variable had. Table 6 shows the number of cells (ncells) in a data table that each model had [note that M(R1) and M(R2) share the same data table and, therefore, have equivalent patterns of sparseness, thus, only the sparseness from M(R1) is presented], the number of cells in the data table that had five or fewer observations, and the percentage of the cells that were small. For all grouping variables and victimization types the time-invariant summary models significantly reduced the amount of sparseness in both absolute and relative terms. This difference was most dramatic in models where the time varying grouping variable had three levels. This is because the difference in the number of cells between the time varying grouping variable models and the time-invariant summary models increases as the number of levels in the time varying grouping variable increases. For example, the difference in the number of cells between M(R1) and M(S1) when the time varying grouping variable has three levels is 184, but it is 40 when the time varying grouping variable has two levels. Interestingly, the one case where no time-invariant summary models performed well--respondent type‖ for less serious crimes-had over 30% of the cells in its data table with fewer than five observations for all models. Namely, M(S1) had 33.3% of cells with five or less observations, and M(S2) had 37.5% of cells with five or fewer observations. Thus, although reducing the number of parameters in a time varying grouping variable model improved the model fit, it did not improve the amount of sparseness in the data. Because our analytic goals were to both find a parsimonious model with good fit and a low level of data sparseness so that we could incorporate additional grouping variables into our model, we determined that in all cases, except -respondent type‖ for less serious individual crimes, the best time-invariant summary variable could be used to replace the time varying grouping variables.
As a final check on our findings, we ran the best time-invariant summary model and best time varying model using the actual NCVS data (i.e., the data used to create the population model). This check allowed us to confirm that the synthetic data were acting as a proper proxy for the true data set. The parameter estimates for these models are presented in Table 7 . In all cases the absolute relative bias of the false negative rate compared to the population model was less than 10%. The largest was 5.1% [M(R1) for the respondent type variable for household crimes]. In fact, 10 of the 23 models had an absolute relative bias less than 1% for the false negative rate. Therefore, we concluded that the synthetic data were a successful proxy for the actual data, while providing the benefit of removing all sources of variation from the data, except those induced by the variables of interest in the analysis. 
Discussion
A General Process for Assessing Time-Invariant Summary Variables
The paper presents a process that can be generalized to any data set being analyzed. In this paper, the focus was determining if a time-invariant summary variable could replace time varying grouping variables to reduce data sparseness and increase the number of available degrees of freedom to allow additional grouping variables to be included in the model. To that end, our evaluation criteria put an emphasis on models that had good fit, while taking parsimony into account and reducing the sparseness of the data. However, the basic process of using the population model to create synthetic data and test alternative models could just as easily be applied to a different set of evaluation criteria. For example, if a particular data set being analyzed has very few potential grouping variables (time varying or time invariant) then less emphasis can be placed on sparseness as long as the model is stable. Moreover, our analysis focused on the bias in only the false negative rate. This was done for two reasons. First, our analytic goals focused on estimating the classification error rates in the NCVS. Therefore, although it is important to have a structural component with good fit, the accuracy of those estimates is not as critical. Second, crime victimization has a relatively small false positive rate because, regardless of the type crime, it is less likely for a person who was not truly a victim to indicate that they were than for a person who was truly a victim to say they were not. Therefore, even a small change can result in a large relative bias even if it is not substantively different. This could lead to the rejection of certain models that may be perfectly good. Because of this, we chose not to include the false positive rate in our evaluation criteria. However, if an analyst's main objectives were to estimate the structural component or if the expected false positive rates were larger, the bias in these estimates could easily be incorporated into the evaluation criteria.
Analysis of the Measurement Error Estimates
Although the focus of this paper was to determine if a model that uses a time-invariant summary variable instead of time varying grouping variables can be used to reduce the number of parameters included in a model, the analyses also offer a preliminary look at the classification error rates and true prevalence rates of crime victimization in the NCVS. Based on our review of the literature, there are no existing papers examining the classification error rates in the NCVS screener questions. Therefore, this analysis offers a preliminary glimpse at how well the NCVS screener items identify crime victimization. However, it is important to point out that these estimates are not comparable to published victimization rates. First, the victimization rates published from the NCVS are based on an incident report that is administered after one or more of the screener items are endorsed. Second, the victimization rates published are based on all interviews that took place during the reporting year. This includes a mixture of respondents from all six possible waves. Our analysis groups' respondents are based on which wave a respondent is in regardless of when in time that interview took place. Therefore, the prevalence rates estimated in our analysis represent how the reporting of crime victimization changes over time in study rather than how it changes over a specific period of time. Table 1 shows the parameter estimates from the population models for each time varying grouping variable in the NCVS. Two characteristics of these estimates are worth noting. First, the false negative rates seem implausibly high at first glance. They are around 65% for less serious individual crimes and 61% for household crimes. Given these rates, it is important to note that steps were taken to ensure that these estimates were not caused by latent variable flippage 1 (Biemer, 2011) . Second, for both victimization types, the prevalence of crime decreases as time in sample increases. It is possible that these two phenomena are related. There is evidence that respondents in the NCVS suffer from time in sample bias or panel conditioning, which has led to a downward bias in victimization rates as the number of interviews completed increases (see, for example, Lynch, Berbaum, & Planty, 2002; Yan, 2008) . However, respondents of the NCVS have not been found to endure -fatigue bias,‖ whereby after reporting a victimization and enduring a longer interview they do not participate in the subsequent panel (Hart, Rennison, & Gibson, 2005) . Time-in-sample bias is the term used to describe how respondents can be -conditioned‖ by prior interviews to misreport in ways that will shorten the interview (Kalton, Kasprzyk, & McMillen, 1989) . Denying a victimization will shorten the interview by avoiding further questioning about the victimization, thus reducing respondent burden. The Bureau of Justice Statistics has found that time-in-sample bias occurs in the NCVS, but because annual estimates for the NCVS are essentially averages of the panel estimates across all six interview frequencies, the effects of time-in-sample bias change little over time and, therefore, have no effects on the year-to-year estimates that are produced (Rand & Catalano, 2007) .
To illustrate the effects of time-in-sample bias on the false negative rate, we compared the estimates from when a respondent's first interview occurred to the estimates from a respondent's first three waves. For each victimization type, Figure 6 shows the prevalence rate over time based on when the respondent's first bounded interview occurred (for the data we used, a respondent's first bounded interview occurred during a 6-month period starting at one of three times: first quarter 1996 [96Q], third quarter 1996 [96Q3], or first quarter 1997 [97Q1]). By using the respondent's first bounded interview, we mitigate the potential bias caused by panel conditioning. The figure shows that for both victimization types, crime victimization rates are relatively flat during that 18-month period. These findings are consistent with published NCVS estimates, which show only a slight decrease in victimization rates during the period from 1995 to 1997 (Klaus, 2002) . Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that based on time in sample, the prevalence rate decreases as the wave number increases. This corroborates the findings by Yan (2008) and Rand and Catalano (2007) , but also implies that if the true victimization rates are flat over time, then there needs to be a sizable false negative rate to compensate for the decreasing number of reported victimizations as respondents participate longer in the panel. Although this initial analysis indicates that there is some level of false negatives, we wanted to assess whether the estimated rates from the MLCA were reasonable. Based on Klaus (2002) and ignoring the panel conditioning, one would assume that, to obtain a flat victimization rate, the same number of respondents would indicate being a victim at each wave (albeit possibly a different set of respondents). Therefore, if we assume the prevalence rate is really flat, we can calculate the average false negative rate using the formula 
where t v n is the number of victimizations reported at time t for t=2, 3, and n is the number of people who responded to all three waves analyzed. If we assume a constant false positive rate of 2.75% (approximately the rate we estimated for both victimization types), we obtain a false negative rate of 61.3% and 54.9% for less serious individual crimes and 51.4% and 47.2% for household crimes between time points 1 and 2 and time points 2 and 3, respectively. These rates are comparable to our model-based estimates indicating that the model estimates are plausible. Figure 6 shows a monotonically decreasing prevalence rate over time in sample. When assuming that the true prevalence rate is flat over time, this indicates that the false negative rate is increasing over time. However, the results of equation (11) indicate that the false negative rate is not constant over time, but rather it increased at a greater rate between the first and second interview than between the second and third interview. This makes sense given the decreasing slope in the victimization rates as the interview wave number increases (Figure 6 ), and it indicates a potential violation in the time homogeneous classification error rates assumption. When the time homogeneous classification error rate assumption is made, but does not hold the resulting estimated classification, error rates are roughly averages of the classification error rates at each time point (Biemer, 2011) . This only exacerbates the resulting prevalence estimates over time. To relax this assumption and still have model identifiability, more waves need to be analyzed.
Conclusions
Our paper develops a process by which analysts can determine if a time-invariant summary variable can replace a time varying grouping variable in an MLC model. To accurately measure the change in model fit that one variable has compared to the model that generated the underlying data, we used simulated data rather than empirical data from a panel survey. However, because we wanted to apply our results immediately to a specific data set, we propose to simulate the data by creating synthetic data that have similar characteristics to the data set of interest. Thus, as long as the assumption that the actual survey data behave like the synthetic data hold, the conclusions regarding the best variable can be applied directly to the data set being analyzed. However, because the synthetic data are tailored to a particular survey, the conclusions drawn cannot be generalized to other data sets. In other words, the process is general, but the results are specific.
For synthetic data similar to the NCVS, the results of the process indicate that a time varying summary variable can be used as an alternative specification to a set of time varying grouping variables. Therefore, an MLCA of the NCVS can incorporate time-invariant summary grouping variables.
For an MLCA of the NCVS data, this analysis indicates that further analysis of the time homogeneous classification errors assumption needs to be conducted. It is likely that a model with more than three time points will be necessary to accurately estimate the classification error rates. With the need to expand the number of time points, the ability to use time-invariant summary variables will be beneficial because of the additional sparseness created by increasing the number of time points analyzed. Moreover, this paper does not suggest which grouping variable or set of grouping variables best reduces heterogeneity in the measurement error, but rather indicates that for most time varying grouping variables in the NCVS, a time-invariant summary variable can be used instead. Further analysis, which incorporates time-invariant grouping variables, needs to be conducted to determine the best set of grouping variables for the NCVS.
